
Introduction

This is documentation for the reconstruction of Phi particles using the ROOT TMVA Boosted
Decision Tree algorithm. PDF is created from the markdown file using Pandoc.

Quick info (but read the details): * CMSSW 8_0_24 * ROOT v6.12-06

Setup

This section deals with obtaining the code and setting up proper environments for ROOT and
CMSSW. Please read the whole section before starting to use the code as there are important
subtleties.

Obtaining code

To setup the code, clone the repository from my github. Please read the Release Information
subsection below to know what ROOT and CMSSW releases you need. Note that this repo contains
the code for the CMSSW analyzer as well as for macros that are used to analyze the root files
produced from the crab jobs. So if you are trying to setup the analyzer on CMSSW you can remove
the directory TMVA/ and just keep PhiAnalyzer/ and vice versa.

url: https://github.com/BenjaminTran/PhiReconstruction

command: git clone https://github.com/BenjaminTran/PhiReconstruction.git

Release Information

The analyzer is built for CMSSW release 8_0_24 and the macros are built with ROOT v6.12-06.
Note that there is a discrepancy between the ROOT version available on CMSSW 8_0_24 and the
ROOT version used in the macros. This discrepancy causes the xml forests produced by TMVA BDT
to have options that are not available in the ROOT release on CMSSW 8_0_24. The fix is to simply
delete the options in the xml files that CMSSW complains about. These should be something like:

• SkipNormalization
• HubnerQuantile
• RegressionLoss

These deal with regression and not classification so it should not impact the BDT application.
Deleting these lines from the xml files can quickly and easily be done with the command-line tool
sed available on Unix platforms. Basic usage is as follows:

sed -i /pattern-to-match/d *.xml

The d will delete any line containing the pattern-to-match. Read the man page if you need more
information.

Code Architecture

This section will briefly talk about the analyzer/ROOT macro architectures.
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Analyzer

Important Note: To run the crab files you need to create a simple .dat file called PhiVarStore.dat
whose only contents is a number, a unique job ID. This file is read by the crab scripts and the number
is inserted with a prefix ‘JL’ into the workArea, requestName, and outputDatasetTag and then the
number is incremented and saved. This is here so that you don’t have to manually change the name
of the files each time you submit which is especially handy for multicrab. It also makes merging your
output files easier by allowing you to search the output directory using **/*JL<ID> (if using zsh).
Use this number to keep a spreadsheet of your jobs if you wish.

The list of plugin files with short description:

• BDTApp.cc - module for BDT application
• PhiGenMatch.cc - module to produce trees from MC data to train BDT
• PhiKaonTree.cc - module to produce trees from data to train BDT background
• PhiSelector.cc - deprecated module (prior to BDT usage)
• PhiTree.cc - produces tree of daughter kaons using dedx cut (prior to BDT usage)
• kaon.cc - class for kaon particles
• phi.cc - class for phi particles
• particle.cc - base class inherited by kaon and phi classes
• utility.cc - general namespace that provides functions used in modules

ROOT Macros

Note: Produced using ROOT v6.12-06

• PhiBDT.cc - Code used to train BDT algo
• MultiPhiBDT.cc - Code used to train multiple BDT for pt bins in one go
• BDTcmsswPlotters/BDTPROOF/BDTProof.cc - Produces a root file containing histograms of

the mass distributions from each Pt Bin. Uses ROOT PROOF.
• BDTcmsswPlotters/BDTPROOF/BDTProofStart.cc - Initiates PROOF session for BDT-

Proof.cc
• BDTcmsswPlotters/SigFitter/MassFitPhi.cc - Macro to fit all histograms in the root file

produced by the BDTProof sessions.

Work flow and instructions

This section will provide the general flow of the analysis.

Training/Testing tree production

Use the analyzer to produce a tree. If you are interested in using MC then use the module
PhiGenMatch. If you are interested in using real data then use the module PhiKaonTree. Note that
you must be careful with the size of your training trees since TMVA must copy the tree when you
go into the training phase (~2-3 Gb is tolerable but takes some time to copy). Don’t worry about
storing too many branches as these can be deactivated in the BDT training macro so that they won’t
be copied. Once you have the trees then you need to train the BDT.
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BDT Training

To train the BDT, specify the root file that holds the trees in PhiBDT.cc (You can move this to
MultiPhiBDT.cc which makes more logical sense but it works as is). The name of the output files
and the output directories that store the BDT results is automatically handled (it will be created in
the same directory as the macro). In MultiPhiBDT.cc you just have to specify the pt cutoffs and
the number of events to train and test for the signal and background (Note that these vectors have
to have the same number of elements for obvious reasons). If you created any extra branches that
are not needed in training then you should deactivate these. It may be worth finding a way to only
have to load the trees once. Perhaps loading it into the dataloader and then passing the dataloader
into the PhiBDT.cc as an argument? At the end, if you would like to open the GUI for these BDT
trainings:

1. Launch ROOT
2. Use the command: TMVA::TMVAGui("<name of BDT output root file>")

Once the BDTs have been trained, you need to remove the extra options from the xml files that
conflict with the version of ROOT on cmssw 8_0_24 (see previous discussion in Release Information
section). The xml files are stored in the directory named whatever you specified in the BDT training
macro. By default it is dataset_pt<lower>-<higher> You also will have to rename the xml files
since they will all have the same name.

Next, scp the files to CMSSW in a directory called data (create it if it is not there) in the module
directory (where plugins, interface, crab, etc. are). It may be the case that if you create a subdirectory
within data/ then Crab will not be able to find the files located within that subdirectory even if you
explicitly specify it in edm::FileInPath, so just dump them into the directory.

BDT Application

Run the crab jobs making sure you specify the names of the xml files correctly in the edm::FileInPath
objects of BDTApp.cc. Merge the output files with hadd and download to local machine.

Optimize BDT response cutoff

Setup the BDTProofStart.cc file with the path to the Root file and the path to the tree within the
root file. You will have to specify the pt range in the header file. Run the PROOF session. To avoid
manually specifying the pt range, modify the BDTApplication to produce a TNamed object for each
pt bin that specifies the pt range. Then you can grab this and use it instead of having to manually
change it each time. Additionally, this would allow you to run all of the PROOF sessions back to
back.

Fitting the mass peak

Specify the file names in MassFitPhi.cc and run it. You will need to play with the fit parameters for
each Pt bin unfortunately. It can be quite tedious. It will fit all of the mass histograms in the root
file provided they contain the word “mass” in their title.

The signal is modeled by a double gaussian and the background is modeled by a third-order Chebychev
polynomial.
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Notes

Training Variables

The kinematic variables used to train the BDT are listed. Each refer to the daughter kaon.

1. abs val 3D DCA (not that useful. Consider removing)
2. Dedx (effective for low pT )
3. Momentum (needed with dedx)
4. abs val Relative pt Error
5. Rapidity
6. Eta
7. Nhits

As noted, I think it should be considered to remove the DCA variable so as to reduce the dimensionality
of the parameter space and therefore reduce the possibility of overfitting. In total the space is 16
dimensional (8 for each daughter) and DCA for both daughters contributes 4 dimensions total.

Things to consider

The following is a list of things to consider:

• Try a tighter delta R and momentum cut when matching. There is some contamination
according to the dedx plot of the kaons from the training tree

• Another thing to investigate is to compare the effectiveness of using BDT vs cutting on the
dedx itself.

• Test the effectiveness of matching method used (e.g. building phi from precisely matched
daughters vs. combinatorially)

• Investigate the impact of removing DCA variables from training
• Include like-sign kaons around mass peak region for training
• Compare |y| < 1 and |y| > 1
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